To translate basic research findings into clinical practice, it is essential that information about mutations and variations in the human genome are communicated easily and unequivocally. Unfortunately, there has been much confusion regarding the description of genetic sequence variants. This is largely because research articles that first report novel sequence variants do not often use standard nomenclature, and the final genomic sequence is compiled over many separate entries. In this article, we discuss issues crucial to clear communication, using examples of genes that are commonly assayed in clinical laboratories. Although molecular diagnostics is a dynamic field, this should not inhibit the need for and movement toward consensus nomenclature for accurate reporting among laboratories. Our aim is to alert laboratory scientists and other health care professionals to the important issues and provide a foundation for further discussions that will ultimately lead to solutions. 
To translate basic research findings into clinical practice, it is essential that information about mutations and variations in the human genome are communicated easily and unequivocally. Unfortunately, there has been much confusion regarding the description of genetic sequence variants. This is largely because research articles that first report novel sequence variants do not often use standard nomenclature, and the final genomic sequence is compiled over many separate entries. In this article, we discuss issues crucial to clear communication, using examples of genes that are commonly assayed in clinical laboratories. Although molecular diagnostics is a dynamic field, this should not inhibit the need for and movement toward consensus nomenclature for accurate reporting among laboratories. Our aim is to alert laboratory scientists and other health care professionals to the important issues and provide a foundation for further discussions that will ultimately lead to solutions. The complexity and inherent variation of the human genome sequence have placed unprecedented demands on bioinformatics resources to assure organized data management. 1 Genomic data are continuously translated into clinical molecular tests, and laboratory reports are generated for patient management and clinical and epidemiological studies. The consistent use of uniform nomenclature in the management of DNA sequence data is especially critical for concise communication of diagnostic testing and genetic risk assessment. Just as standards were established early in the Human Genome Project for uniform documentation and collation of sequence data, conventions for standardized nomenclature of variant sequences-mutations and polymorphismshave been developed and promulgated. [2] [3] [4] [5] Although in this article we use the term "mutation" to imply a deleterious genetic sequence variation, our discussion here is relevant to all small genetic sequence variations, whether neutral or deleterious. Despite the nominal acceptance of these standards, clinical mutation testing and screening for major genetic disorders still suffer from the use of nonstandard and variable mutation nomenclature. In fact, colloquial designations for mutations of clinical importance are used so broadly that many geneticists and molecular diagnosticians are probably unaware that they are nonstandard. This may cause confusion when crossreferencing between the original literature and modern databases.
In an effort to clarify the nomenclature recommendations of the Human Genome Variation Society (HGVS), we first briefly illustrate how to name a particular sequence variant (either novel or known) using standard nomenclature. Recommendations for methods of interpreting sequence variants, whether deleterious or neutral, have been reviewed elsewhere. 6 We next raise issues of standard and nonstandard nomenclature in a limited number of examples of genes that have been commonly used for molecular diagnostics. It is noteworthy that nomenclature problems exist not only for germline mutations and polymorphisms but also for somatic alterations in genes associated with cancer.
Standard Nomenclature for Genes and Mutations
Figures 1 and 2 exemplify how to number nucleotides and name mutations or variants, respectively, according to the standard nomenclature recommendations of the HGVS (http://www.HGVS.org/mutnomen/). These numbering examples are based on coding DNA reference sequences and protein-level amino acid sequences. "Coding DNA reference sequence" refers to a cDNAderived sequence containing the full length of all coding regions and noncoding untranslated regions [5Ј untranslated region (UTR) and 3Ј-UTR]; splice variants may lack one or more of the coding exons. Nucleotide numbering is in relation to the translation initiation codon, starting with number 1 at the A of the ATG. Standard mutation nomenclature based on coding DNA reference sequences and protein-level amino acid sequences requires prefixes "c." and "p.," respectively, as in Figure 2 . Standard nomenclature based on genomic DNA reference sequences and RNA reference sequences is not shown. "Genomic DNA reference sequence" simply indicates any human DNA sequence in the database that is not based on a cDNA sequence. Standard mutation nomenclature based on a "genomic DNA reference sequence" requires a prefix "g." and numbering starts with number 1 for the first nucleotide in the file. Figure 3 illustrates the process for finding a reference sequence that describes a novel mutation or for searching for the sequence surrounding a particular mutation. As shown in Figure 3 , it is essential to find and use the gene symbol approved by the Human Genome Organisation (HUGO) Gene Nomenclature Committee (HGNC; http://www.gene.ucl.ac.uk/nomenclature/index.html). 7, 8 A major problem has been the highly variable use of gene nomenclature in the literature, producing multiple symbols and names for one and the same gene 9, 10 or one gene/protein symbol that stands for completely different genes or proteins. [11] [12] [13] [14] Up to one third of human genes may have been affected by the homonym problem, 15 mainly because of the nonuse of HGNC-approved official gene symbols.
In addition to the use of the HGNC-approved gene symbol, one needs to find the most appropriate reference sequence for a novel mutation. The most appropriate reference sequence may be a coding DNA sequence based on full-length mRNA or a genomic DNA reference sequence. Even if one finds the mutation based on a reference sequence, it may not be the most updated or the most appropriate reference sequence. For example, the reference sequence that has been used to identify a novel exonic mutation might comprise the sequence of only one exon of the gene. In this case, it is appropriate to search for a coding DNA reference sequence based on full-length cDNA. Example of standard mutation nomenclature based on a coding DNA sequence. Note that the amino acid change for "c.1AϾT" is described as "p.0?" because amino acid changes secondary to codon 1 mutations are frequently unpredictable. In this example, c.1AϾT cannot be described as "p.Met1Leu" because it either creates no protein or creates a different protein starting from a cryptic translation initiation site. One may describe the amino acid sequence change as "p.0" if there is experimental proof that no protein forms. 
Nomenclature for CFTR Mutations: An Example
The cystic fibrosis transmembrane conductance regulator (CFTR) gene (Online Mendelian Inheritance of Man no. 602421) is the gene that, when mutated, causes cystic fibrosis (Online Mendelian Inheritance of Man no. 219700). Although there is a single major deletion mutation of phenylalanine at codon 508, over 1000 different CFTR mutations and variants have been described (http://www.genet.sickkids.on.ca/cftr/). As in other human disease-related genes of interest, the nomenclature for the CFTR mutations and variants has been a persistent problem. The description of CFTR mutations associated with pathogenic changes started well before any mutation nomenclature recommendations were proposed. Consequently, published and commonly used designations for many CFTR mutations have been at variance with the evolving standard nomenclature guidelines (see http://www.HGVS.org/mutnomen/). 2, 3 Genetics clinics and diagnostic laboratories primarily use these variant or colloquial descriptions. Table 1 lists the CFTR mutations included in the American College of Medical Genetics-recommended carrier screening panel 16 by standard nomenclature and colloquial nomenclature side by side. To describe a single nucleotide substitution based on a coding DNA reference sequence using the standard nomenclature, one must describe it with 1) the GenBank accession number and version number of the coding DNA (or cDNA) reference sequence used, followed by 2) a colon ":"; 3) prefix "c."; 4) the nucleotide number; 5) a wild-type nucleotide; 6) the symbol "Ͼ" (indicating a change); and 7) a mutant nucleotide. For example, in the nomenclature of the CFTR mutation "NM_000492.3:c.350GϾA" (ie, p.Arg117His), "NM_000492.3" indicates the GenBank cDNA reference sequence used, c. indicates that the nucleotide number "350" is based on coding DNA sequence (see Figure 1) , and "GϾA" indicates that the nucleotide substitution is G to A.
Coding DNA Reference Sequence
Problems in colloquial CFTR mutation nomenclature reside mainly in the numbering of nucleotide positions. Although the colloquial notations of CFTR mutations are also based on the GenBank cDNA reference sequence NM_000492.3, the colloquial notations use nucleotide Common repeat polymorphisms should be described as the first nucleotide number, followed by a repeated nucleotide(s), and the number of repeats in square brackets. § Conventional CFTR exon/intron numbering includes exons 6a and 6b, exons 14a and 14b, and exons 17a and 17b; for exon/intron numbers in parentheses, these exon pairs are simply numbered sequentially, without modifiers such as Ј6aЈ and Ј6b.Ј numbering with the A of the ATG initiation codon at the nucleotide number 133. One can retrieve the coding DNA sequence ("CDS") for CFTR simply by clicking on the CDS link in GenBank NM_000492.3; this opens a window in which the nucleotide numbering starts with ϩ1 at the A of the ATG initiation codon, thus eliminating 132 nucleotides from the 5Ј-UTR. There is only one coding DNA reference sequence for a given GenBank accession number, so that one can describe nucleotide positions unequivocally.
Nomenclature for Intronic Variants
Another important issue is the choice of proper nomenclature for intronic variants. To describe an intronic variant clearly and unequivocally, one should use a genomic reference sequence that contains uninterrupted genomic DNA sequence including introns. In contrast, a coding DNA reference sequence does not contain intronic sequences. It is desirable to describe an intronic variant by nomenclature based on not only a genomic DNA reference sequence but also a coding DNA reference sequence. This is because a genomic reference sequence cannot describe the relation to an adjacent exon as can nomenclature based on a coding DNA reference sequence in the form of "c.###ϩ#GϾT" or "c.###Ϫ#AϾC" (where ### and # represent integers; see Figure 1 ). The relation to an adjacent exon is often clinically important information because it may indicate a predicted pathogenic effect of the variant. For example, there is a CFTR mutation commonly named "621ϩ1GϾT" (ie, AJ574942.1:g.240GϾT and NM_000492.3:c.489ϩ1GϾT using the standard nomenclature). The nomenclature "AJ574942.1:g.240GϾT" can provide precise information on the mutated locus and adjacent nucleotides in the intron, whereas the nomenclature "NM_000492.3: c.489ϩ1GϾT" provides information on the relation to the adjacent exon (ie, one base after the 489th coding nucleotide at the end of the exon). To describe an intronic mutation such as NM_000492.3:c.489ϩ1GϾT based on a coding DNA reference sequence, the distance of a mutated intronic nucleotide to the closest exonic nucleotide is used (see Figure 1) . Note that the intronic sequence itself is not present in the coding DNA reference sequence NM_000492.3. Using the standard nomenclature, one can call this mutation neither "c.621ϩ1GϾT" because this numbering "621" is not based on a coding DNA reference sequence nor "g.621ϩ1GϾT" because a g description cannot be based on a cDNA sequence and a g description cannot contain nucleotide numbering such as "621ϩ1." One may simply describe this variant as "c.489ϩ1GϾT"; however, to prevent confusion when mutations in different genes and/or different transcript variants are described, the prefix "NM_000492.3:" is required to indicate the reference sequence (the version number of any reference sequence may be updated frequently). We described the major intronic mutations of CFTR using both genomic reference sequences and the coding DNA reference sequence (NM_000492.3) in Table 1 .
Nomenclature for Nucleotide Repeat Sequence
Nomenclature for nucleotide repeat sequences in the literature and clinical practice is currently in a state of confusion. HGVS has recently updated recommendations to minimize confusion. According to the recommendations, a known common polymorphism of a nucleotide repeat sequence should be described as starting with the first nucleotide number of a repeat sequence, followed by a repeated nucleotide unit (eg, T) or repeated nucleotides (eg, CA) and the number of repeats in square brackets (eg, [5] ). Thus, the common polymorphism of CFTR, so called the "5T intron 8 polymorphism" should be described as "c.1210 -12T [5] (AJ574948.1:g.152T [5] )." To describe polymorphisms collectively in the same locus, a range of repeat numbers is indicated by underscore, for example, [5_9].
To describe a unique mutation (or variant) of a nucleotide repeat sequence, one should use "dup" or "del" as for other mutations, and nucleotide numbering is based on the most 3Ј end of a repeat sequence. For example, if one finds a complete duplication or deletion of the "CTFR 7T intron 8" sequence, one should describe the former as "c.1210Ϫ12_1210Ϫ6dup" and the latter as "c.1210Ϫ12_1210Ϫ6del." However, it is not always possible to determine whether a given variant is common or unique, and any current unique variants may become common variants in the near future. Additional issues include large expansions observed in some trinucleotide expansions such as in FMR1 (the fragile X mental retardation 1 gene) or FXN (the frataxin gene). Nucleotide repeat expansions may have interruptions or mutations within the expanded sequence (eg, AGG among CGG repeats in FMR1), which sometimes have clinical significance even in relatively small expansions. All of these issues need to be resolved.
Description at DNA Level versus Amino Acid Level
As shown in Table 1 , genetic sequence changes occur at the DNA level, and we usually identify mutations at the DNA level in a clinical genetic testing. Descriptions at the amino acid level are usually inferred with no experimental proof and are not unequivocal because amino acid codes are degenerate. For example, the most common CFTR mutation, p.Phe508del, due to DNA sequence change c.1521_1523delCTT, can be caused by other DNA sequence changes, including c.1522_1524delTTT. In addition, DNA sequence changes may have unforeseen effects, impairing gene function through other mechanisms such as influencing RNA stability or splicing (disrupting an exonic splice enhancer, activating a cryptic splice site or creating a new splice site). There is also a risk that some one-letter amino acid codes (such as A, C, G, and T) may be confused with nucleotide code when a variant is rare or unfamiliar to health care providers. Nonetheless, specific amino acid changes should be included if such amino acid changes have been experimentally demonstrated, because those amino acid changes likely indicate pathogenic mechanisms of the mutations and provide clinically important information.
Other Commonly Tested Gene Variants
We have found that, even in a gene that is commonly tested in clinical practice, it can be difficult to trace some mutations. An example is the common thrombophilic variant of the prothrombin (F2) gene "20210GϾA," which should be described as F2 AF478696.1:g.21538GϾA (c.*97GϾA). The "c.*97GϾA" notation indicates that this variant is present 97 nucleotides downstream of the stop codon. The designation of "20210" appears to be based on a historical reference sequence. Other examples of standard and nonstandard colloquial nomenclature of genes and variants are listed in Table 2 .
Practical and Educational Issues
Use of correct nomenclature in the literature as well as in laboratory reports is desirable because clinical diagnosis and decision-making are based on data in the literature regarding a specific mutation detected in a proband or affected family member. In a timely editorial, den Dunnen and Paalman addressed the importance of adherence to correct nomenclature in detail. 4 Some of our co-authors proposed the use of standard nomenclature for small intragenic mutations of SMN1 (Online Mendelian Inheritance of Man no. 600354), the disease gene for spinal muscular atrophy (SMA; Online Mendelian Inheritance of Man no. 253300 for SMA type I, no. 253550 for SMA type II, and no. 253400 for SMA type III). 17, 18 Notations for SMN1 mutations have been sufficiently ambiguous and inconsistent, such that one mutation has been reported as two different mutations. 17 The HGVS recommends including traditional descriptions, initially, between parentheses or in a second column in a summary Adopting standard nomenclature should help remove confusion. The HGVS recommendations have now been widely accepted, and an increasing number of journals demand that authors follow the recommendations. Colloquial mutation nomenclature is in wide use, however, by clinical laboratories, clinical geneticists, genetic counselors, and diagnostic reagent manufacturers and has set a "standard" in these fields. Consequently, the fact that not all journals or medical societies insist on consistent use of HGVS-recommended nomenclature may cause additional confusion; for example, a novel mutation in CFTR might be described in one report by standard nomenclature and in another report by the traditional description. Therefore, the use of HGVS standard nomenclature can be accompanied by the colloquial term in parentheses. To avoid confusion in the future, the HGVS standard nomenclature should be used for newly discovered CFTR mutations as well as those in other genes of clinical or research interest. Many reports describe new mutations only in terms of the amino acid change, despite the degeneracy of the amino acid code. It is conceivable that future therapies targeted to specific alterations in DNA would be different for different mutations that cause the same amino acid change. Mutation nomenclature should be unequivocal and should be described at the DNA level as discussed in the previous section.
Summary
We have raised issues of standard and nonstandard nomenclature of gene variants and mutations, using a limited number of commonly tested genes as examples, particularly CFTR. Similar issues and problems exist for many other genes. The confusion surrounding nomenclature has potential far-reaching impact, and care needs to be taken to communicate accurately. As we move forward in defining nomenclature rules, it is important for us (laboratory scientists) to educate ourselves and other health care professionals so that standard nomenclature of gene variants and mutations is used uniformly across a wide variety of medical specialties.
Note:
Standardized report format, including standard nomenclature for gene sequence variants, is important in laboratory medicine and clinical practice. The symbol * is used for 3Ј-UTR region. The nucleotide number indicates the distance from the end of the stop codon, in this example, the 97th nucleotide after the stop codon. See Figure 1. lecular Pathology, revised version submited to Arch Pathol Lab Med).
